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Countless mothers of brides and grooms have asked Peggy Post for a wedding planner just for

them. Here it is! Whether you're helping a little or a lot, or—like most moms—are serving as

combination coach, diplomat, and troubleshooter, this planner is packed with useful ideas,

including:Planning lists especially for momsQuestions to ask before hiring wedding

professionalsTimes when a mother's tactful advice is most helpfulA Resources section with

worksheets for keeping track of guests, gifts, budget, and moreAn Address Book you'll refer to

again and againPeggy Post will help you navigate finances, guest list, ceremony, and reception

details; interact with your daughter's or son's future in-laws; and plan your role (including your

outfit!) while making memories to last a lifetime.

About the AuthorPeggy Post, Emily Post’s great-granddaughter-in-law, is a director of The

Emily Post Institute and the author of more than a dozen books. Peggy writes a monthly

column in Good Housekeeping and an online wedding etiquette column for the New York

Times.--This text refers to the spiral_bound edition.
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Emily Post’s wedding planner for momsPeggy PostI dedicate this book to my two

moms~Elizabeth Grayson and Elizabeth Post~both of whom have been inspirations to me at

my ownwedding and throughout the years.contentsacknowledgmentsINTRODUCTIONbefore

you get startedCHAPTER ONEyour daughter/son is engaged!The Organized Mother • Sharing

the Happy News • Let’s Celebrate the Engagement! • The Big Decisions: Where, What, When,

and How? • Establishing a BudgetCHAPTER TWOguests and giftsThe Guest List • All About

Wedding Invitations • Gifts, Registries, and Thank-You Notes • Showering the Bride (and

Groom) •CHAPTER THREEthe ceremony and receptionPlanning the Ceremony • Looking Your

Best for the Big Day • The Rehearsal Dinner and Other Events • Planning the

ReceptionCHAPTER FOURadded touchesThe Beauty of Flowers • There’s Music in the Air •

Pictures to Last a LifetimeCHAPTER FIVEthe home stretchCounting Down: The Final Weeks •

It’s Time for the Wedding!resourcesWedding Guest List • Party Guest List • Wedding Gift

Record • Shower Gift Record • Comparison Chart for Interviews with Service Providers and

Ceremony/Reception Sites • Wedding Budget Worksheets •address bookabout the authorother

books by the emily post institutecovercopyrightabout the publisheracknowledgmentsThis book

wouldn’t have been possible without the input of countless moms~all of them concerned about

how to help their sons and daughters plan their weddings. There are two mothers in particular

whom I wish to thank: Meg Duckworth (a mother of the bride) and Ruth Martin (a mother of the

groom). Both of these moms shared with me the many questions they encountered and the

terrific efficiencies they discovered while assisting their offspring with their weddings.Putting

this book together was a great exercise in empathizing with the potential end users~namely, all

the mothers, stepmothers, and grandmothers of brides and grooms. My sincere gratitude goes

to Royce Flippin for his diligence and creativity in helping me find the unique tone for explaining

the various roles of guide and anchor that moms take on when planning their sons’ and

daughters’ weddings.My thank-you also goes to Toni Sciarra and Mary Ellen O’Neill and their

editorial and design teams at HarperCollins for their steady help and excellent ideas. Many

thanks, too, to Cindy Post Senning, Katherine Cowles, and Peter Post for their tireless

support.There are a number of wedding professionals who also pitched in to make this mom’s

planner all the more beautiful and meaningful. Alexis Siroc and Smallwood & Stewart’s

designing talents truly captured the spirit of this book. And I greatly appreciate the wise

insights, all based on real-life wedding experience, from the following professionals: Mark

Kingsdorf, Lee Minarczik, Elene (Lindy) Bengston, Linny Correa, Georgette Diaz, and Gustavo

Mottola.before you get startedGreat news: your daughter or son is getting married! There’s

nothing more wonderful than knowing your child has found that special someone to share a

lifetime with. And naturally, you want their wedding to be equally special~a coming together of

family and friends in a joyous, seamless celebration of two people entering into a sacred

union.Before you do anything else, take a moment to savor the thrill of this great news.

Finished? Good! Now roll up your sleeves~because whether you’re deeply involved in every

aspect of planning the wedding or whether the bride and groom prefer to rely on you as a

sounding board while making the major decisions themselves, it’s likely that you’re still going to

find yourself juggling the roles of adviser, therapist, communications hub, and trouble-shooter.

You’ll need to be able to…Keep the planning process on track without naggingOffer guidance

without being pushy, andBe a rock of supportive encouragement throughout~even if you

disagree with the bride and groom on a particular decisionAll this, of course, is in addition to

any specific parental responsibilities that you take on, such as throwing an engagement party,



spreading the word about gift registries, contributing to the guest list, bonding with your

daughter’s or son’s new in-laws, arranging the rehearsal dinner, negotiating sticky family

situations, and welcoming guests at the big event itself.Finally, there’s the issue of who’s going

to pay for it all. While the parents of the bride are no longer automatically expected to foot the

bill for the ceremony and reception, deciding how to split the expenses can be a delicate

matter, requiring the utmost tact and empathy.Having spoken at wedding-planning seminars

across the country and answered thousands of wedding questions in my monthly column in

Good Housekeeping magazine as well as in my articles on the WeddingChannel.com Web site

and in InStyleWeddings magazine, I’ve encountered virtually every conceivable wedding

dilemma. Of course, each wedding has its own unique issues~but I’m confident that this

wedding planner will help you, as the mother of the bride or groom, ensure that the planning

process is not only manageable but also enjoyable. When I say “mother,” by the way, I’m

referring to all mothers of brides and grooms. This planner is written for mothers, stepmothers,

and grandmothers, as well as any other special adviser to the engaged couple. While the terms

“mother” and “mom” are used throughout the book, they can really be applied to any of those

close mentors helping with the wedding plans.Speaking of wedding plans, here are a few

general principles to help guide you through the months ahead.1. Follow the lead of the bride

and groom. No matter how many good ideas you’re brimming with (or how much you’re

contributing financially), this wedding day belongs to the engaged couple. Your role can be

summed up in a simple phrase: “What can I do to help?” Talk early and often about what duties

the couple wants to take on, what their priorities and budget are, and where they might like you

to pitch in. When you offer suggestions, do so with a light touch, and give way gracefully if your

suggestion is overruled.2. The mother of the groom should defer to the mother of the bride.

Circumstances vary, of course, but in general, the bride’s parents lead the way for all of the

parents and other relatives. When it’s your son who is getting married, even if you participate in

some of the details of the planning process, bear in mind that (with the exception of the

rehearsal dinner) the parents of the bride are almost always the official hosts of the ceremony

and reception, as well as the major events leading up to the big day. Take your cues from the

bride’s mother. Check in with her before deciding on your mother-of-the groom outfit for the

wedding day. If you want to throw a party, send out announcements, or contribute to the

wedding in some way, always discuss your plans with the parents of the bride first—then

adhere to their wishes.3. Keep backup copies of all key information. Even if the couple is doing

a superb job of planning, you’ll stand ready to be a hero whenever a glitch occurs if you’ve

maintained a backup record of vendors’ names, phone numbers, and street and e-mail

addresses; guests’ addresses and full names; information on hotel accommodations; and

wedding gifts received (when feasible). In addition, you’ll be in a position to give a gentle

reminder when necessary—or even offer to take over a given task, if the wedding preparations

should fall behind schedule.4. Communicate on a regular basis. Mothers who have been

involved in the successful planning of a wedding invariably report that they made a point of

staying in regular touch with the bride and groom, communicating at least once a week by

phone or e-mail, and more often as the wedding date drew near. Regular chats—whether

conducted online or verbally—allow you to address problems as soon as they arise and also

give you an opportunity to provide ongoing emotional support to the bride and groom.Emily

Post’s Wedding Planner for Moms is designed to help you do all of the above and more. It will

walk you through every step of the planning process that you may be called to give advice on,

while also offering tips on the items that you, as the mother of the bride or groom, need to

focus on personally, from drawing up your invitation list to selecting a dress for the big day to



arranging a post-wedding brunch. Here are some of the elements you’ll encounter in the pages

that follow:“Planning at a Glance” checklists: This feature, at the start of each section, is a

concise checklist of tasks covered in that section. Each checklist includes a section titled “Just

for Moms,” containing the items that directly concern you, as the mother of the bride or groom,

and another called “For the Couple,” listing key steps in the overall planning. In addition, a

master timeline (page 3) in Chapter One summarizes the entire planning process, from

engagement announcement to honeymoon.Mother’s Etiquette Alerts: These short sections

highlight specific responsibilities or potential pitfalls that mothers need to be aware of.Planning

Worksheets: These pages, found in the Resources section (page 118), provide a ready-made

way to keep track of budget and expenses, guest lists, hotel accommodations, gifts, and more.

Each worksheet is designed to be easily copied for repeated home use. (You may want to

make one set of worksheets for yourself and give a duplicate set to the bride and

groom.)Adviser to the Bride and Groom: There’s an art to giving advice without being pushy.

These sections contain hints on how you can help guide the bride and groom through the

planning process—including suggestions on how to handle such tricky issues as dealing with

divorced parents, whether to invite children of family members, and more.Stress-Busting Tips:

Even the best-organized planning process can have its tense moments—which is why this

book includes special “de-stressing” tips for taking pressure off of the bride and groom (and

you!).“Ask Peggy” sidebars, in which I answer frequently asked questions.Organizer Pocket:

This handy pocket, inside the back cover, will let you store receipts, business cards, sample

menus, and memorabilia.Address Book: The back of the planner contains a handy address

book(page 136), where you can fill in the names and contact information for site managers,

vendors, members of the wedding party, and other key individuals.Most important of all, Emily

Post’s Wedding Planner for Moms will show you how to apply the three principles of

etiquette~respect, honesty, and consideration~to guide and shape the planning process in a

gracious, constructive way. By using tact and common sense, you’ll find you can navigate this

exciting time with a minimum of frayed nerves, hurt feelings, or overstepped boundaries.As the

mother of the bride or the groom, you have the goal, I know, of helping the happy couple have

the wedding of their dreams. I hope that this planner will help make their wedding day just as

special as they~and you~have always envisioned it would be.Peggy PostWinter,

2007CHAPTER ONEyour daughter/son is engagedTHE ORGANIZED MOTHERMaybe your

child lives in another part of the country and has asked you to lead the wedding planning

process on the home front. Or perhaps the couple is spear-heading the planning but is looking

for your advice and feedback on certain matters. Either way, if you really want to be helpful to

the bride and groom, you need to be supportive, empathetic~and organized. The best place to

start? In the words of one mother of the bride, “Keep copies of everything.” This applies to your

own wedding-related duties in particular. In addition, offer to keep a set of backup records for

the bride and groom~including copies of the master guest list, contracts, invoices, and contact

information for service providers. This way, the couple will know that an extra copy of their key

wedding information is just a phone call or an e-mail away.Top Tips—From Mom to MomIn

putting this planner together, I solicited advice from a number of mothers who weathered their

daughter’s or son’s wedding with grace and aplomb. They shared the following top tips:Work

with the bride and groom to create a master to-do list, preferably in time sequence. The Master

Timeline on page 3 will give you an excellent starting point. In addition, the “Planning at a

Glance” checklists throughout this book can help form the basis of your master list.Maintain a

comprehensive contact list for all service providers, containing the names, phone and fax

numbers, and street and e-mail addresses of every person or company you and the couple are



working with. As vendors are selected, you can store all of this information conveniently in the

Address Book on page 136 at the back of this planner.Compile a master wedding guest list of

every guest invited to the wedding. A good idea: Create a computer spreadsheet for ease in

recording all RSVPs, counting and sorting guests who are attending, and mailing lists to and

from the couple. If you are less than computer savvy, your daughter or son might teach you

some basics. Or you can compile the list using the “Wedding Guest List” worksheet on page

119.Keep copies of guest lists for any wedding parties, including engagement parties, showers,

rehearsal dinner, bridesmaid luncheon, post-wedding late-night party or next-morning brunch.

(See page 120 for a “Party Guest List” worksheet that can be copied and used for any wedding-

related event.)Keep careful records of all shower and wedding gifts, including a full description

of each, who gave it, and whether a thank-you note has been sent. (You can use the Wedding

Gift Record on page 121 and the Shower Gift Record on page 122.)Set up an easily accessible

master calendar for entering all wedding-related appointments and events.Keep copies of all

contracts and invoices along with any pertinent items~such as fabric swatches, photos of

gowns, photos of locations, table measurements~in separate file folders or an accordion file

folder with multiple pockets.Keep notes of all wedding-related phone calls and copies of all

wedding-related letters and e-mail received and sent. Print out hard copies of key e-mail

correspondence and keep them on hand for quick reference.Check off completed “to-do’s” as

they’re accomplished. You’ll feel great as you see the number of check marks grow!Keep the

lines of communication open with the bride and groom by staying in touch on a regular

basis.Mom’s Wedding Planner Master TimelineThe following timeline is a summary of virtually

everything that needs to get done in the weeks and months leading up to the big day. Each

section includes a checklist titled “Just for Moms,” containing specific items that you need to be

aware of, as well as a “For the Couple” checklist covering the overall wedding planning

process. This master timeline will allow you, the couple, and any other interested parties to

stay on top of the planning process. (For convenience, you may want to copy this outline and

share it with the bride and groom.)Of course, this timeline is just an estimate. Some couples

get engaged and married within just a few months~compressing the planning process into a

much shorter time frame. Others take up to two years~or more—to plan their celebration. Each

couple’s to-do list is unique to their own situation. What you’ll find below are the most typical

tasks involved in planning a wedding. Note, too, that many couples will ask their mothers to

help with various items in the “For Couples” sections. Planning a wedding is the couple’s

prerogative~but they will be more than glad to know that you stand ready to help!First Steps:

12 to 24 Months in AdvanceJust for Moms Send an engagement announcement to the

newspapers if desired (this is traditionally done by the parents of the bride). Arrange a meeting

or, at the very least, a phone call between the two sets of parents; in the past this first contact

was traditionally initiated by the parents of the groom, but these days it doesn’t matter who

calls whom first. Discuss the general wedding plans with the couple, including size and

division of guest list, budget, and division of expenses. Begin thinking about whom you’ll want

to include in your portion of the guest list.For the Couple Decide on the date and time of the

wedding, and send out “save the date” notices if desired. Choose the style of the

wedding~formal or informal, traditional, theme, destination, civil or religious. Determine a

budget and discuss the division of expenses with your parents. Decide on the size of the guest

list and the number of attendants. Select an officiant or clergy member to perform the

ceremony. Choose locations for the ceremony and reception. Investigate legal requirements

for obtaining a marriage license. Select your attendants, both female and male. Decide if you

want to use a professional wedding consultant; if so, interview and hire the consultant.



Interview and book wedding professionals, such as the caterer, florist, photographer,

videographer, and musicians. Research honeymoon options and destinations.Next Steps: 9 to

12 Months in AdvanceJust for Moms Host engagement party~if you have one (the first

engagement party is traditionally hosted by the parents of the bride, but the parents of the

groom may host a subsequent party). Give your portion of the guest list to the bride and

groom. With the couple, work on developing the master guest list~especially if you are hosting

the wedding and/or are going to be receiving the RSVPs. Use word of mouth to begin

informing guests about where the bride and groom are registered.For the Couple Select the

wedding gown and accessories. Begin looking for bridesmaids’ dresses. Finish hiring wedding

professionals; sign contracts for services. Work with all parents in developing a master guest

list, including names, addresses, phone numbers, and e-mail addresses of all invited guests.

Make honeymoon reservations. Open gift registries and start selecting items for the registries.

If desired, create a wedding Web site. Create a gift record so that you can record gifts as

received.On the Horizon: 6 to 9 Months in AdvanceJust for Moms Finalize your portion of the

guest list and confirm with the couple. Choose and coordinate wedding outfits; the mother of

the bride usually takes the lead on making the selection, then promptly informs the mother of

the groom of her choice. Offer ideas and assistance to the groom’s parents in selecting a

place for the rehearsal dinner, as necessary~for instance, if they are hosting and the dinner is

in your hometown. Discuss with the couple any post-wedding parties you’re thinking of hosting

(post-wedding day brunches, belated receptions, etc.), then begin selecting dates and venues.

If using a makeup artist, meet with him or her six months in advance to reserve availability for

the wedding day and discuss your skin-care regimen.For the Couple Finalize master guest list;

decide whether to include children and guests of single friends; give a copy of the list to the

mother of the bride and/or groom, if she is coordinating RSVPs. Order bridesmaids’ dresses

and accessories. Select groom’s, groomsmen’s, and ushers’ wedding attire; schedule rentals

as necessary. Order invitations (including envelopes), announcements, personal stationery,

and other printed accessories and invitation enclosures. Schedule religious or personal

counseling sessions, as desired or required. Plan/reserve accommodations and activities for

out-of-town guests and attendants. Discuss prenuptial agreements; draw up with lawyers if

needed. If an out-of-town officiant will be performing the ceremony, check with local clergy and/

or officials regarding any special regulations or requirements in your area. Choose reception

menu and type of food and beverage service. If the bride is using a makeup artist, she should

meet with him or her six months in advance to reserve availability for the wedding day and

discuss her skin-care regimen.Getting Close: 3 to 6 Months in AdvanceJust for Moms Review

with the couple the parents’ and other family members’ roles in the ceremony. Begin

developing a strategy for dealing with potentially tricky family issues (divorced parents, special

needs of elderly relatives and young children, etc.). Finalize plans for any pre-or post-wedding

parties you’ll be hosting or helping with.For the Couple Apply for or renew passport, if needed

for honeymoon. Make all remaining decisions about the ceremony, including personal

elements such as special vows or readings, participation of children from previous marriages,

and so on. Meet with officiant to discuss plans for the ceremony and rehearsal. Address

wedding invitations and announcements; buy and affix postage stamps. Finalize plans for post-

wedding parties. Choose gifts for attendants and for each other. Select/order wedding rings;

have rings engraved. Set dates for blood test and marriage license. Explore babysitting

options for guests, if needed.Almost There: 1 to 3 Months in AdvanceJust for Moms Host/

attend wedding showers. Review text of newspaper wedding announcements with couple.

Check with the couple regarding any other pre-wedding parties you’re expected to attend.



Double-check your wedding-day outfit and other wedding-festivities clothes; take care of any

final alterations, and check on your shoes and accessories. Make any beauty appointments for

the wedding day. If previously arranged with your daughter/son for you to do so, visit the

reception site with the site manager (and wedding consultant, if applicable) to check on

details.For the Couple Attend wedding showers (while these were once held only for the bride,

an increasing number of grooms now attend them as well). Start to notify banks, employers,

and other agencies and organizations of name and/or address changes for the bride and

groom. Visit the reception site with the site manager (along with mother and/or wedding

consultant, if applicable) to check on acoustics, lighting, and circulation; plan the table setup;

and plot locations of cocktail tables, dance floor, bars, wedding cake display table, place-card

table, gift table (if any), musicians or DJ, and receiving line. Choose linens and place settings.

Coordinate reception décor and floral centerpiece arrangements with florist, the reception site

manager, and caterer. Have final fitting of bridal gown and accessories. Have wedding portrait

taken, if desired. Assemble and mail wedding invitations. Mail wedding announcements to

newspapers. Apply for and obtain marriage license. Reconfirm honeymoon plans; pay final

deposits. Make sure attendants have purchased/rented outfits and that all necessary

alterations have been made. If a flower girl or ring bearer is participating in the ceremony,

confirm that their plans and outfits are in order. Finalize arrangements for transportation to

ceremony and reception. Make hair, nail, and spa appointments as needed.Counting Down:

The Final WeeksJust for Moms Reconfirm rehearsal dinner plans with dinner site coordinator;

remind all attendees of time and place (this is done by whoever is hosting the dinner~

traditionally, the parents of the groom). Finalize seating plan for the reception with your

daughter/son and the other parents (as necessary and desired). Review with the couple all

transportation arrangements for parents and other family members, as well as any special

ceremony seating requirements and receiving line arrangements. Go over with couple your

suggestions for must-have photos and video segments. Attend pre-wedding parties (where

appropriate). Address and stamp (or delegate preparation of) wedding announcements, if any

are to be sent.For the Couple Finalize seating plan for the reception (as necessary), using

parents’ input as desired. Have final consultations with caterer (including head count) and

other professionals as needed. Attend pre-wedding parties: bridesmaids’ luncheon, bachelor/

bachelorette party, and so on. Review best man’s duties with him, including how you’ll be

getting the rings to him. Prepare list of any special ceremony seating for guests to give to

ushers. Compile a list of must-have photos and video segments and give this to the

photographer and videographer. Shop and pack for honeymoon. Go over final wedding-day

arrangements for you and your attendants: where and when to dress and assemble,

transportation to ceremony and reception, wedding party photos, and so on. Ensure that

wedding announcements, if any, will be mailed by someone (perhaps the mother of the bride or

groom) after the wedding.SHARING THE HAPPY N EWSPlanning at a GlanceJust for Moms

Meet your child’s fiancé/fiancée, if you haven’t already. Share the happy news. Once your

daughter/son and you decide it’s time to spread the word about the engagement, tell close

relatives first, followed by close friends, then other friends and work colleagues. Confer with

bride and groom on a newspaper announcement of engagement, if desired. Arrange to meet

with the parents of your child’s fiancé/fiancée, if you haven’t met already.For the Couple Tell

your parents about your engagement before sharing the happy news with other relatives or

friends. (The exception is if there are children by a previous marriage/marriages; in this case,

the children should be the first to know.) Arrange a meeting of your parents if they haven’t met

already. Confer with the parents of the bride on the text of a published engagement



announcement, if desired; then prepare the announcement for the newspaper(s).Whom to Tell

First?Whether your daughter or son’s engagement was long expected or a bolt from the blue,

there are certain guidelines about who is told first, which have to do with the feelings of those

being told. If one or both of the engaged couple have children, they absolutely must be told

about the engagement before anyone else, since the news will represent a dramatic change in

their lives. (This is especially important for young children.) The next people to hear should be

you, the parents. Following that, it’s important to get the word out quickly to near

relatives~siblings, grandparents, close aunts, uncles, and cousins~as well as good friends, so

that they hear about the engagement before anyone else does.Once the couple has shared

their news with you, ask them how they prefer to spread the word to other relatives and friends

of the family. You should not send out printed announcements of the engagement. These will

only add unnecessary expense and can easily be confused with save-the-date notices or even

invitations. Instead, the news should be spread by word of mouth~either in person, over the

telephone, or through a letter or individual e-mail. It’s also okay to publish an announcement in

the newspaper, if you and the couple wish.Getting to Know Your Prospective Sonor Daughter-

in-LawIf you haven’t yet met the person your daughter or son intends to marry, try to arrange a

face-to-face meeting as soon as possible. If distance prevents this, introductions can be over

the telephone~but follow this up with an in-person visit as soon as possible. If the couple is

dragging their feet, a gentle suggestion is perfectly appropriate: “We’re so looking forward to

meeting John. Shall we try to pin down a weekend when the two of you might come out for a

visit, or we could go to you?”When you meet, don’t worry too much about getting into nitty-

gritty details about the wedding, or where the couple is planning to live. Right now, the main

goal is to spend some quality time together and bask in the excitement of the big

news.MOTHER’S ETIQUETTE ALERTthink before speakingYour child may want to tell certain

friends and family members about the impending nuptials personally, so be sure to coordinate

sharing the news with the couple before you begin telling one and all. Also, be careful that in

the excitement of the moment you don’t mislead those you tell into thinking they’re going to be

invited to the wedding when this hasn’t yet been determined. People will invariably ask for

details about the upcoming nuptials. If the person doing the asking is on your “maybe” invitation

list—or isn’t on the list at all—simply reply that the wedding plans haven’t been drawn up yet or

prepare your questioner for a noninvitation by saying something like “It looks like it will be a

fairly small wedding…” Vagueness is always a far better approach than making a misleading

comment and causing hurt feelings. “I hope you’ll be able to come to the wedding!” should be

reserved strictly for people you’re absolutely certain you’ll be inviting.Parents Meeting ParentsIf

you haven’t yet met the parents of your daughter’s or son’s fiancé(e), that meeting should be

arranged as soon as possible. The actual invitation can be extended in whatever manner is

convenient. While a written note is always nice, a phone call or an e-mail is also fine. The point

is to introduce yourself to your future in-laws and share your pleasure over the engagement,

then go on to explore the possibility of when you can sit down together. Let the spirit of

friendship be your guide: If distance prevents you from getting together before the wedding

itself, then both sets of parents should make an effort to stay in touch by calling or writing in the

months prior to the big event.Who actually hosts the get-together and the nature of the

occasion are matters of preference rather than tradition. This may be a good time to consult the

bride-and groom-to-be, since they’re likely to know what kind of gathering will put everyone at

ease. A relaxed setting such as a casual barbecue or weeknight supper is often preferred for

this all-important first meeting. But if one or both sets of parents have a more formal lifestyle, a

good option might be a weekend dinner or brunch at a mid-range restaurant.
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Emily Post's Wedding Etiquette, 6e, The Everything Mother of the Bride Book: The Ultimate

Wedding Planning Guide for Mom! (Everything®), The Complete Mother of the Groom: How to

be Graceful, Helpful and Happy During This Special Time, Modern Etiquette Wedding Planner:

The Essential Organizer to Make Your Day Special for Everyone, Emily Post's Etiquette, 19th

Edition: Manners for Today, The Little Book of Wedding Planner Checklists: All the Lists and

Tips You Need to Plan the Big Day, The Everything Wedding Etiquette Book: From Invites to

Thank-you Notes - All You Need to Handle Even the Stickiest Situations with Ease

(Everything®), The Mother of the Bride Guide: A Modern Mom's Guide to Wedding Planning,

The Knot Yours Truly: Inspiration and Ideas to Personalize Your Wedding, The Knot Complete

Guide to Weddings: The Ultimate Source of Ideas, Advice, and Relief for the Bride and Groom

and Those Who Love Them, The Everything Groom Book: A survival guide for men!

(Everything®), The Wedding Book: An Expert's Guide to Planning Your Perfect Day--Your Way,

Style Me Pretty Weddings: Inspiration and Ideas for an Unforgettable Celebration, The Bride's

Instruction Manual: How to Survive and Possibly Even Enjoy the Biggest Day of Your Life

(Owner's and Instruction Manual Book 8), The Groom's Instruction Manual: How to Survive

and Possibly Even Enjoy the Most Bewildering Ceremony Known to Man (Owner's and

Instruction Manual Book 6), Mother Of the Groom: Everything You Need To Know To Enjoy

Best Wedding Ever, A Wedding Like No Other: Inspiration for Creating a Unique, Personal, and

Unforgettable Celebration, Wedding Hacks: 500+ Ways to Stick to Your Budget, Stay Stress-

Free, and Plan the Best Wedding Ever!, I Do!: A Marriage Workbook for Engaged Couples, The

Knot Little Books of Big Wedding Ideas: Cakes, Bouquets & Centerpieces, Vows & Toasts, and

Details

Julie F, “Great book FULL of information for mom's of the bride!. I bought this book as my

daughter is getting married this year. I wanted to make sure that we did everything correctly

and followed the recommended timelines, etc. The book is very nice and contains all of the

information you will need to become the "informed mother of the bride". I am very appreciative

of this book and have already shared some of the information with my daughter who was

wondering how something should go.  I would recommend this book!”

Angel3167, “Gave me all the information needed for the preparation of my daughters wedding.

Awesome. It covered every detail I needed to know...”

roadrunner, “Great advice on modern wedding etiquette for moms!. Great advice and guidance

for moms of the bride, especially in the ways of etiquette of weddings, which are important to

me. It follows the same guidance of a standard Bride's wedding planner but with the valuable

added advice to moms in the how-to's and not-to's that are so important in successfully

planning a wedding with your daughter.  I recommend it highly!”

Maria, “excellent organizer. This little book is full of good information. The budget guide and the

checklists are very helpful.I had no idea what I would be expected to spend but there is a good

guide in this book that I have used with each vendor. I bought three books on weddings. This

was the smallest, the cheapest and the one I use most often. It is small enough to carry with

you while running your "wedding errands".”

Rosita, “A must for Mother of the groom. This book was so helpful and included the Mother of



the Groom. Most books only talk about the Mother of the Bride. I did most of the work and her

mom did nothing. So this book was perfect. Small and very detail. Only wedding book you will

need.  The only one. Truly.”

The book by Peggy Post has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 126 people have provided feedback.
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